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THE DEGENERACY OF LAPLACE INVARIANTS FOR HYPERBOLIC
SYSTEMS POSSESSING INTEGRALS
S. YA. STARTSEV
Abstract. A direct generalization of Laplace invariants to the case of hyperbolic partial dif-
ferential systems is considered. The proof of the following statement is given: the determinant
of a Laplace invariant vanishes if the corresponding system admits an integral.
The Laplace method of cascade integration is a classical way for finding exact solutions to
linear partial differential equations
uxy = a(x, y)ux + b(x, y)uy + c(x, y)u. (1)
It is applicable if the sequence of the so-called Laplace invariants of (1) is terminated by zero.
This method can also be applied to the linearizations of nonlinear scalar partial differential
equations
uxy = F (x, y, u, ux, uy) (2)
as a test for Darboux integrability of (2) and as a way to construct higher symmetries of these
equations (see, for example, [1, 2]).
The purpose of the present notes is to demonstrate some problems that arise when we try to
generalize the Laplace invariants and the method of cascade integration to the case of systems (2).
That is, generally speaking, we assume that u and F in (2) are n-dimensional vectors. We
consider the case n = 1 first but write almost all formulae so that they remain valid for the case
n > 1.
The mixed derivatives of u can be eliminated by using (2). Therefore, we can assume without
loss of generality that all local objects associated with (2) are functions of the variables x, y,
u0 := u, ui := ∂
iu/∂xi, u¯j := ∂
ju/∂yj . We henceforth understand functions as differential
functions, i.e. they may depend on a finite number of the above variables. Let Dx and Dy
denote the total derivatives with respect to x and y in virtue of (2). For any function g they
are defined by formulae
Dx(g) =
∂g
∂x
+
∂g
∂u
u1 +
∞∑
i=1
(
∂g
∂ui
ui+1 +
∂g
∂u¯i
Di−1y (F )
)
, (3)
Dy(g) =
∂g
∂y
+
∂g
∂u
u¯1 +
∞∑
i=1
(
∂g
∂u¯i
u¯i+1 +
∂g
∂ui
Di−1x (F )
)
. (4)
Let us consider the differential operator
L = DxDy − FuxDx − FuyDy − Fu. (5)
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2It can be written in the form
L = (Dy − Fux) ◦ (Dx − Fuy)−H0, H0 = Fu + FuxFuy −Dy(Fuy ), (6)
where the symbol ◦ denotes the composition of operators. Using H0, b0 = Fuy and L0 = L as
starting terms, we can construct the sequences of the functions Hi, bi and the operators
Li := (Dx − bi) ◦ (Dy − Fux)−Hi−1 = (Dy − Fux) ◦ (Dx − bi)−Hi (7)
such that the equalities
(Dx − bi) ◦ Li−1 = Li ◦ (Dx − bi−1) (8)
hold. It is easy to see that the formula
Hi = Hi−1 + [Dy − Fux ,Dx − bi] (9)
follows from (7), and (8) is equivalent to the relation
(Dx − bi) ◦Hi−1 = Hi−1(Dx − bi−1) (10)
for the recurrent calculation of bi. Here [A,B] denotes the commutator of operators A and B.
The functions Hi are called Laplace x-invariants of (2).
In the scalar case, equations (9) and (10) take the form Hi = Hi−1 +Dx(Fux) −Dy(bi) and
bi = bi−1 +Dx(Hi−1)/Hi−1. The operator equalities
Li−1 ◦
1
Hi−1
(Dy − Fux) = (Dy − Fux) ◦
1
Hi−1
Li
allow us to construct symmetries of (2) (i.e. elements of kerL) from the kernel of the operator
Lr = (Dy − Fux) ◦ (Dx − br) in the case Hr = 0.
Now let us consider the case of systems. It is useful to recall some notation first. If g is a scalar
function and z is a vector (z1, z2, . . . , zn)⊤, then by gz = ∂g/∂z we denote the row
(
∂g/∂z1 ,
∂g/∂z2, . . . , ∂g/∂zn). For any vector-valued function G = (G1, G2, . . . , Gℓ)
⊤
, Gz = ∂G/∂z
designates the ℓ × n matrix with the rows G1z , . . . , G
ℓ
z. Taking this standard notation into
account, formulae (3)–(10) remain valid in the case when u and F in (2) are n-dimensional
vectors. Equations (9), (10) take the form
Hi = Hi−1 +Dx(Fux) + [Fux , bi]−Dy(bi),
Dx(Hi−1)− biHi−1 +Hi−1bi−1 = 0 (11)
in this case. But the Laplace invariants Hi (as well as bi) are n × n matrices now. Therefore,
(11) may have no solution bi if det(Hi−1) = 0, and this solution is not unique even if it exists.
Thus, we have problems with the existence and the uniqueness of the Laplace invariants in the
case of systems. Some ways to deal with these problems were discussed in [2, 3].
Definition. A function w(x, y, u, u1, . . . , uk), wuk 6= 0, is called an x-integral of system (2) if
Dy(w) = 0. The number k is called the order of this integral.
In the scalar case, the Laplace invariants are interesting mainly in situations where (2) admits
integrals. But the existence of an integral in the case of the systems guarantees det(Hr) = 0 for
some r ≥ 0, and this leads to the aforementioned problems with the existence and the uniqueness
of the Laplace invariants.
Proposition. If system (2) admits an x-integral of order k, then det(Hr) = 0 for some r < k.
3This proposition was proved in [4] and then mentioned in some works. For example, it was used
in [2] as one of arguments demonstrating that the direct generalization of the Laplace invariants
is not completely satisfactory. But [4] is practically unavailable because it was published in
Russian in a small number of copies and has no online version. The main motive for writing
of the present notes is to make the proof of the above proposition freely available in English
through arXiv. This proof is a modification of the reasoning that was used in [1] for the scalar
case.
Proof. For any function g we can consider the differential operator
g∗ =
∂g
∂u
+
∞∑
i=1
(
∂g
∂u¯i
Diy +
∂g
∂ui
Dix
)
,
i.e. g∗ denotes the linearization (Freche´t derivative) of g. It is not difficult to prove (see, for
example, [5]) that
Dy ◦ g∗ − (Dy(g))∗ =
p∑
i=0
γiD
i
x ◦ L, Dx ◦ g∗ − (Dx(g))∗ =
q∑
i=0
γ¯iD
i
y ◦ L,
where γi and γ¯i are n-dimensional rows components of which are functions. Therefore,
Dy ◦ w∗ =
p∑
i=0
γiD
i
x ◦ L (12)
if w is an x-integral.
Assume the contrary: let det(Hi) 6= 0 for all i < k. Then for all i ≤ k we can define the
operators by the following recurrent formulae
Bˆ0 = E, Bˆi = (Dx − bi) ◦ Bˆi−1, i > 0; B−1 = E, Bi = (Dx − bi) ◦Bi−1, i ≥ 0.
Here E denotes the identity mapping (n× n identity matrix). Repeatedly using (8), we obtain
the relation Bˆi ◦ L = Li ◦ Bi−1. Since Li ◦ Bi−1 = (Dy − Fux) ◦ Bi −HiBi−1 follows from (7),
we obtain
Dy ◦Bi = FuxBi +HiBi−1 + Bˆi ◦ L. (13)
Let w be an x-integral of order k. We can rewrite its linearization in the form w∗ =
∑k
i=0 νiBi−1
and substitute this expression into (12). Then we apply the relation (13) and collect the coeffi-
cients at Dy and Bi. Since the operators Dy, Bi and operators of the form D
j
x ◦ L are linearly
independent, the above operations give rise to the following chain of the relations
ν0 = 0, ν1H0 = 0, νi+1Hi = − (Dy(νi) + νiFux) , 0 < i < k.
This chain implies νi = 0 for all i ≤ k if det(Hi) 6= 0 for all i < k. But w∗ = 0 contradicts the
condition wuk 6= 0 which is contained in the definition of integrals. 
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